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Background: At the present time, the epidemiology of the childhood asthma is of considerable interest.
There is an understandable concern that changes in the geographical area, lifestyle, and environment. This
study was conducted to find the prevalence of nocturnal asthma, in school children of south Punjab,
Pakistan. Methods: It was a cross sectional, questionnaire based, descriptive survey of the children aged
3–18 years, in randomly selected primary and secondary schools, from October 2002 to March 2003. The
data was analysed with Statistical Analysis System (SAS). Results: Of 6120 questionnaire sent to the
parents/guardians, we received 3180 back (52%). Of the 3180 respondents, 1767 (56%) were for boys and
1413 (44%) were for girls. The median age was 8.25 years. Around 71% of children were between 4 to 11
years of age. The parents reported nocturnal asthma in 177 (6%) of their children with an equal prevalence
in boys and girls, i.e., (3% each, rounded off to nearest whole number). Of these 177 children with
nocturnal asthma, 99 (56%) were boys and 78 (44%) were girls. Of the 1767 boys and 1413 girls, the
nocturnal asthma reported by parents was 6% each (99 and 78 respectively). The nocturnal asthma was
not reported in 14–18 years age group of females. Conclusion: The asthma is taken as a stigma in our
society and as such is not reported or disclosed rather denied. An extensive educational media campaign is
required for awareness of the masses.
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INTRODUCTION
At the present time, the epidemiology of the childhood
asthma is of considerable interest and concern to all,
dealing with it, because of an increase in the use of health
services1 for asthma, a possible increase in its prevalence2,3
and severity4. There is an understandable concern that
changes in the geographical area5, lifestyle,6–,9 and
environment10–12 may be having an adverse effect on its
incidence, prognosis and severity13.
Night time awakening is a common
symptom in asthmatic children.14 The children with
nocturnal awakenings also had demonstrated an
increased number of days of school missed, increased
symptom severity and an increased use of reliever
medications. The parents of the children with
nocturnal asthma had an increased frequency of
missed work days.15 The nocturnal asthma is
associated with increased asthma severity16, but
several well controlled studies have argued that
nocturnal asthma may be a distinct entity17. Whether
or not nocturnal asthma may be a distinct entity, the
clinical association among gastro-oesophageal reflux
disease18, increased morbidity19, obesity20, and
impairment in psychometric and quality of life
indexes15, for the child & parents, are clear and they
provide a compelling rationale for a comprehensive
study of this disorder.
In Pakistan the existing studies do not
provide adequate information about the epidemiology
of nocturnal asthma in children and there remains an
important gap in our knowledge of its descriptive
epidemiology.2,6,21,22
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We have tried to focus the epidemiology of
nocturnal asthma in children of the south Punjab (central
Pakistan). This opportunity arose from two initiatives: first,
a desire to know the epidemiological variables of asthma in
the ‘central Pakistan’ (south Punjab) and second,
development of a questionnaire for the epidemiological
study of asthma in school children of this area. In this
questionnaire, we also asked if the child had episodes of
dry cough at night when there was no flu or cold, during
the last one year. We made the diagnosis of nocturnal
asthma on a parent/caregiver’s positive response to this
question. This is one of the standard methods and has been
employed worldwide in various studies.9,13 The resultant
study, being reported, describes the prevalence of nocturnal
asthma in various groups of the school children of the
central Pakistan.

MATERIAL & METHODS
It is a cross sectional, questionnaire based, descriptive
survey of the children aged 3–18 years, in randomly
selected primary and secondary schools, from October
2002 to March 2003. We obtained school lists from the
Department of Education in the District Multan of the
Punjab, Pakistan. The list was used as a sampling frame
of the schools that included all the socioeconomic and
geographical strata of the society. The total number of
students studying in government and private schools
were approximately 258,000. With a power of 99% and
a confidence interval of 2.5, a sample size of 2635 was
calculated to be sufficient to be representative of the
target population. A total of 6120 questionnaire were
sent to the parents/guardians and we received 3180 back
with an average response rate of 52%.
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At first stage we randomly selected 9 schools to
represent each socioeconomic and geographical category
of schools of the region. The socioeconomic groups were
defined by the level of school fee that the parents were
affording for a particular school. Stratified random
sampling with proportional allocation was used for this
purpose. The questionnaires were sent to the selected
schools proportional to their enrolment, i.e., proportional
allocation was used again. The individual respondents
within a school were selected using stratified random
sampling where due consideration was given to gender
and age/class.
Before distributing the questionnaire, the
teachers and students were told about the objectives of the
study and a need to bring the questionnaire back after
duly filled. As the initial response rate was very poor so
we had to pursue the parents through class teachers for
cooperation in the larger interest of the community. Also
we gave reminders to the parents through the teachers.
Few of the children lost or tore the questionnaires and we
had to issue the new ones to take home and get them
completed by the parents/guardians. The efforts really
brought fruit with a response rate of 52%.
We modified the International Study of Asthma
& Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) protocol to conduct
this cross-sectional, school-based survey of school
children. The ISAAC was a multinational collaborative
project developed to investigate variations in childhood
asthma and allergies at the population level.2,3,6 Our study
protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board
of our hospital, and it complied with the principles
outlined in the Helsinki Declaration. The questionnaire
was taken home by the students and answered by the
parents or the guardians. The definition of ‘nocturnal
asthma’ used in this study was determined by a positive
response to the question, ‘In the last 1 year, has your
child had a bout of dry cough at night when there was
no flu or cold?’ The question was also translated in local
language and was validated by the reverse translation.
The parents or the guardians had the choice to answer in
either language.
The data obtained was entered and then
cleaned for removing possible typing-in errors and to
ensure the internal consistency of the data. The data then
was analysed with Statistical Analysis System (SAS).

RESULTS
Of the 3180 respondents, 1767 (56%) were for boys
and 1413 (44%) were for girls. The median age of
students was 8.25 years while average age was 9.04
years. Around 71% of children were between 4 to 11
years of age. The parents reported nocturnal asthma
only in 177 (6%) of their children without any gender
predominance, i.e., 3% in each. Of the 177 reported
children with nocturnal asthma, 56% were boys and
44% were girls. Of the 1767 boys and 1413 girls, the
nocturnal asthma was reported by parents in 6% each
(99 and 78 respectively).
The nocturnal asthma reported in males and
females of all age groups is not very much different. The
significant point is that the parents of 14–18 years age
group of girls have denied any nocturnal asthma in their
children (Table-1). They have rather not liked even to
respond to the questionnaire or were hesitant to do so as is
evident by the one third of the response in comparison to
the boys in this age groups. The response rate in other age
groups was comparable for boys and girls.
The intra age group percentage of the
children that were reported to have nocturnal asthma
in the last one year is comparable (around 7%) in all
age groups except 7–9 years age where it is low
(3%). Also boys are affected more than girls in 9–11
years age group (5% vs 3%).

DISCUSSION
Asthma is the single most common chronic childhood
disease in developed world3 and its prevalence and severity
is increasing in many developing countries2,3. The change
has been too rapid to be accounted for by the changes in
gene frequencies only or to the environmental factors only.
This suggests, at least, that the prevalence changes with the
environmental
exposure
especially geographical
variation.1,7,9,10 Therefore it is necessary to study the
epidemiology of asthma in various geographical areas.
In childhood, sleep disturbance as a
consequence of asthma has been a neglected area.23 Lack
of awareness of asthma-sleep association and its clinical
implications can lead to a vicious cycle of poor control of
asthma and impaired daytime activity.24 The nocturnal
awakening is beginning to be recognized as a common
problem among asthmatic children.25,26

Table-1: Age distribution and nocturnal asthma in school children of south Punjab
Age groups
<4 yrs
>4–7 yrs
>7–9 yrs
>9–11 yrs
>11–13 yrs
14–18 yrs
Total

# (%)
187 (6)
950 (30)
801 (25)
501 (16)
540 (17)
201 (6)
3180 (100)

Nocturnal
Nocturnal
Males
Asthma
Asthma
# (%)
# (%)
# (%)
111 (3)
16 (9)
9 (0)
533 (17)
68 (7)
37 (2)
449 (14)
26 (3)
14 (0)
295 (10)
33 (7)
23 (1)
283 (9)
31 (6)
15 (0)
96 (3)
1 (0)
1 (0)
1767 (56)
177 (6)
99 (3)
Percentage has been rounded off to nearest whole number.

Females
# (%)
76 (2)
417 (13)
352 (11)
206 (7)
257 (8)
105 (3)
1413 (44)
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Nocturnal
Asthma
# (%)
7 (0)
31 (1)
14 (1)
10 (0)
16 (1)
0
78 (3)
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Lung function in a healthy individual varies in a
circadian rhythm, with peak lung function occurring near
4:00 PM and minimal lung function occurring near 4:00
AM. An episode of nocturnal asthma is characterized by an
exaggeration in this normal variation in lung function from
daytime to night-time, with diurnal changes in pulmonary
function generally of >15%.27
Nocturnal asthma is recognized as an indicator of
uncontrolled asthma, but it also has important effects on
quality-of-life (QOL) and psychometric indexes. A study
by Diette et al15 at Johns Hopkins University of 400
asthmatic children and their parents demonstrated that 40%
of children had experienced night-time awakening within
the previous 4 weeks. Moreover, those children with
nocturnal awakenings also had demonstrated an increased
number of days of school missed, increased symptom
severity, and an increased use of reliever medications. In
addition, the parents of these children with nocturnal
asthma had an increased frequency of missed work days.
Thus, nocturnal asthma impacts the QOL of both the
patients and their families having a clinical importance. An
earlier study by Weersink et al17 made related observations.
More than 40 asthmatic subjects underwent psychometric
testing before and after randomized treatment with inhaled
fluticasone, inhaled salmeterol, or a combination of the two
agents. At baseline, asthmatic subjects demonstrated a
variety of psychometric abnormalities compared to a
control group. However, each treatment strategy was
associated with an improvement in psychometric indices
(to the normal range of findings) and an improvement in
pulmonary function. No differences among the three
strategies were observed for the outcomes measured. These
data provide yet another important rationale for identifying
and treating nocturnal asthma.
There are data emerging from the literature
suggesting that the diurnal variation in lung function, and
perhaps in the occurrence of nocturnal asthma, may be
age-related.28 Studies of asthmatic children who ranged in
age from 8 to 13 years demonstrated minimal diurnal
variation in respiratory system compliance and resistance,
and suggested that the frequency of significant diurnal
variation is only about one third. Furthermore, the
magnitude of the changes was relatively small (20%).
These data suggest that age, independent of asthma
severity, may be an important determinant of the
prevalence of nocturnal asthma.6,29
The mechanisms by which nocturnal asthma
develops remain unclear and may vary from patient to
patient. Mechanisms suggested to be related to development
of night time symptoms are listed in Table-2.29
Table-2: Postulated Mechanisms of Nocturnal Asthma
 Airway cooling
 Allergen exposure
 Gastroesophageal reflux
 Obesity
 Increased tissue inflammation
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 Decreased plasma epinephrine
 Decreased plasma cortisol
 Increased circulating eosinophils
 Increased cholinergic tone
 Polymorphisms of adrenergic
receptor

Newer data have shed light on physiologic and
immunologic mechanisms that underlie the nocturnal
development of airway obstruction. It remains
controversial whether nocturnal asthma is a distinct entity
or is a manifestation of more severe asthma. The current
data do not resolve these two alternatives, as wellcontrolled studies have reached opposite conclusions.29–31
Thus, although the literature does not at present
distinguish between nocturnal asthma as distinct entity vs.
a marker of severity, it is clear that asthmatic subjects
with more severe asthma also may have a prominent
nocturnal component to their disease.
According to current US guidelines32, nocturnal
symptoms of asthma occurring more often than once
weekly may indicate inadequate control of asthma.
Because most patients with nocturnal asthma have
symptoms at least this frequently, it follows that most
patients with nocturnal asthma have persistent asthma of
moderate or severe levels of severity, as determined by
the guidelines. Furthermore, the preferred treatment for
persistent asthma of these levels of severity is inhaled
corticosteroids. Thus, most patients with clinically
important nocturnal asthma should probably be receiving
an inhaled steroid as the primary controller agent.
Finally, newer data suggest that many available
asthma treatments can improve nocturnal asthma
symptoms.14 Head-to-head comparisons now suggest that
treatment with inhaled corticosteroids, followed by longacting bronchodilators if needed, can reduce considerably
the symptoms and consequences of nocturnal asthma.
Our
cross-sectional
modified
ISSAC
questionnaire survey of 3–18 years old school children
about nocturnal asthma was part of a broader survey that
was looking into the epidemiology of asthma in children
in the ‘central part’ (south Punjab) of Pakistan. The aim
of one question in our study was to know the prevalence
of nocturnal asthma in a school based sample of primary
and secondary school children.
The gender analysis does not reveal
susceptibility for boys that have been a case in many
reported studies from outside the Pakistan33,34 except for
9–11 years age group.
The parents have denied the presence of
nocturnal asthma in the adolescent girls. This is an
understandable and expected response. The asthma is taken
as a stigma in our society.21 As the community is not well
aware of this disease so such a diagnosis lowers the
chances for a female to receive a good proposal for
marriage. The parents of girls in this age group have shown
minimal interest to respond even, though the response was
comparable in other age groups for boys and girls.

CONCLUSION
We suggest, to doctors dealing with asthmatic children
that answer to question: “In the last 1 year, has your child
had a bout of dry cough at night when there was no flu or
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cold?” must be sought. This may be more meaningful in
the context of our society as they usually deny the
diagnosis of asthma. This is especially important in case
of female adolescent children. There is also a need to plan
studies that can objectively do lung function tests in
children and validate and correlate the parental reports of
symptoms of asthma.
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